Pediatric Facial Fractures: Update on Their Treatment
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Introduction

Face fractures in children are relatively rare and evaluated separately because of their particular aspects of diagnosis and treatment. This is because, in children, the bones present greater elasticity, small pneumatization of the sinuses, greater thickness of the surrounding adipose tissue, and good stability of the maxilla and mandible due to the presence of unerupted teeth [1]. These characteristics make it take a lot of energy to cause a fracture in developing bones [2]. The incidence of facial fractures in children and adolescents group is approximately 10%. The majority of fractures occur over 5 years of age, with peaks of incidence at school age and adolescence, when the characteristics of craniofacial traumas are similar to those of the adult population [3].

Social, cultural and environmental aspects are responsible for changing the epidemiology of craniofacial trauma. The incidence of face fractures in the pediatric population is higher in boys at almost all ages, ranging up to the ratio of 2: 1 [4].

With regard to etiology, the causes are similar to those of face fractures in adults. Children under 6 years of age usually suffer from low energy traumas, such as falls, causing minor fractures [5]. Larger children often suffer from more severe trauma, such as those caused by motor vehicle accidents and sports activities. Automobile accident traumas are the leading cause of death in adolescents period. Associated lesions are common, occurring in 25-75% of cases and include cranioencephalic trauma, upper and lower limb fractures, abdominal, thoracic and soft tissue trauma [6].

Treatment

Initial attention should be given to soft parts and noble structures such as the eyeball, facial nerve, salivary glands and their ducts. The wounds should be cleaned, debrided and sutured, if necessary, so that within 48 to 72 hours, we have an optimal field of fracture access [7].

The treatment of facial fractures in pediatric patients is still controversial, but it is a consensus in the literature that changes in growth should be prevented, seeking a more conservative treatment whenever indicated. Currently, more precise and primary surgical techniques, associated with a stable fixation of facial fractures have already been successfully applied. When surgery is required, the procedure should be less invasive, using more delicate fixation devices. In addition, considering that bone remodeling is rapid in the child, any intervention should be performed as early as possible [8].

The treatment is mainly aimed at maintaining the patient's function and aesthetics, preventing asymmetries and avoiding changes in bone growth. Fractures without displacement or malocclusion are better treated with observation, restriction of diet, rest and analgesia; however, significantly displaced or comminuted fractures can cause functional damage, aesthetic deformity or both. Therefore they have indication of surgical intervention. Multiple fractures produce a more unstable injury pattern than isolated fractures. Thus, there is also an indication of open reduction and internal fixation [6].

Several factors should be considered in the treatment of facial fractures in children. Among these factors, the age of the patient, stage of bone development, deciduous, mixed or permanent dentition and degree of fracture displacement. When fixation is required, titanium miniplates are the most commonly used along with resorbable plaque systems [9].

The use of resorbable plaques has been discussed and their advantages and disadvantages can be considered during the choice of treatment proposal. As an advantage, it should be emphasized that there is no need to remove fixation material and less influence on facial growth. As a disadvantage, we can mention an important inflammatory process and a less efficient fixation when compared to other methods, in addition, the resorbable plates have a very high cost, since this system has been less and less used [4,10].

The use of mini titanium plates has been very successful, when the indication and the technique are well recommended, that is, in cases of higher energy fractures with greater displacement or comminution. Patients treated with this type of fixation present a
more effective consolidation of the fracture, however, depending on the patient’s age, they should be removed in a second surgical moment, due to facial growth [5,11].

**Conclusion**

Therefore, in recent years, non-resorbable titanium mini-plate systems, when well indicated, have been the most commonly used technique for the reduction of pediatric facial fractures.
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